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Cuban Challenges
Driggs Report,
Corps
Debate Oct. 21

College
sonnel
tel
9 p.m.
) 6 p.m.

By STEVE A(,OSTA
"I challenge anyone who lies
about Cuba and tries to warp and
distort the Cuban picture."
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FROSH VOTERSFreshmen voters put ballots in sealed boxes
and signed up to vote at one of the three campus booths handled by Spartan Shields, upper division political science students,
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, and its women’s
auxiliary, Phraeteres.
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Save
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First Day’s Voting
Attracts Almost 400
Only one-half of freshman representatives’ election has been
temleted, but already the turnout has surpassed last year’s fresh nun class vote.
Election Board Committee member Hal Kushins said late
erday afternoon that the number voting was close to 400 approxilately the same number that turned out for last year’s frosh elect In
Kushins stated that he expects the number to be much higher
han the pies kills election.
The total vote has been unoficially estimated from a quick
heck at the three voting stations
.icated on campus. Reports indiale that must of the balloting
VAS at the Spartan Bookstore
11101h. %kith the cafeteria location
(stowing closely and the WornGym booth lagging behind.
Operating the booths in the vote
It was the --me picture,
re Spartan Sheilds, upper divi- week later.
ion isilitical scietice students tInd
Those who came to T1155
ilpha Phi ()mega. national service
terday afternoon to hear writer
rtiternity
Phrieteras,
APhiO’s

6 .1464

Castro Regime
Hunt Faces Charge
Again Praised;
Writer Relates Trip Of Manslaughter
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mien cemiteriiiirt. is also con- .1. I’. Murray speak on "Inside
ributio.
Cuba" heard essentially a re -run
’,ill continue today and of last week’s talk on Cuba by
rill.
?irwom open until 4:30.
three American students who visit Ili,.
sill he taken
ited Castrolaml last slimmer.
ii II-, . !TIT’
romputett center
Nith Murray and last week’s
Mere 11’,N1 proeessing equipment
ill ial,m,1- the final vote.
speakers were sponsored by TASC
ffesen, should lie known by 5 [Toward an Active Student Com’Hoch
\Omit four Ireshman mutely
tetleta. is ill -II on the Student
Murray, in his talk. tiilul isO Ihe
good that is being done by Iii’
Cast To regime. Last week, the
time Americans also lauded the
advances of the Castro regime, although they maintained that they
Cuba only threugh the
,ii.sverl
tourist.
clamam that the future siiict., Immay has spent 21 months in
t tht Iftpublictin party depentb
from October of 1960 to
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iipin t,,:.. roliservatism.
Dr. JaCtlii
for his
se
litly 1962, doing research
H-1 night to the SJS
honk, ’The Second Revolution in
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i.;,ililicatis.
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,,bint professor of
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lit tin interview loll wing his
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Professor Calls
For Conservatism
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Experienced Director
Speaks This Morning

R. SARGENT SHRIVER
. . . spooks today
iif Dr. Jim Thornton, professor of
education and Dr, Gene Waller,
professor of psychology.
Approximately 65 per cent of
the Peace Corps volunteers are
college graduates. Persons must
he over 16 years old and must
have no dependents under 18. Married couples are welcome and 300
of them are now serving.
There are so many job opportunities fin- returning volunteers
that the Carnegie Foundation has
established a job placement center
for them said Dr. Groebli.

Is it time to begin looking for
an architect for the proposed $3.6
million College Union7
That was the main question discussed at a meeting of the College
Union Planning Committee yesterday afternoon.
An answer came in a motion by
Associate Dean of Students Robert
S. Martin.
Dean Martin moved that C.
Grant Burton, executive (lean and I
head of the union building subcommittee, begin looking into the
ocedure of selecting an architect.
The motinn passed.
Whether an architect. will be
needed, however. depends on th,
outcome of the Dec. 11 and 12

Union election.

JFK TO SELL REDS WHEAT: DEFENDS CIA

Zing
1-ernational
Intern
At Sports Night

$231?

HONORARY DEGREES
Nine Eastern colleges and universities have awarded him honorary Doctor of Law degrees. His
other honorary degrees include a
Doctor of Humanics. a Doctor of
Humane Letters arid a Doctor ot
Civil Law, which was awarded him
by the University of Liberia.
Shriver is here to head a team
of Peace Corps members in a ueek
long schedule of speaking engagements during "Peace Corps Week"
on the SJS campus.
Shriver, who directs the operI ’orris in 37
ation of the l’,:,
first hand
countries. can .1,,

about many of them.
the summers of 1937, 38,
and :19 Shriver conducted an experiment in international living in
Germany and France.
As President of the Chicago
Board of Education in 1958, he
traveled to the F’ar East to report
on and inspect the educational
programs of Japan. K,irea, }long
Kong. Thailand and Cambodia.
In 1961 he was a Presidential
representative in Guinea and traveled to South America to discuss
Peace Corps projects with officials
of Colombia. Peru, Bolivia, Chile,
Brazil and Venezuela.
Since the establishment of the
,
Peace Corps in 1961, Shriver has
visited Peace Corps volunteers in
the Philippines. from Singapore to
Tanganyika. from Ethiopia to Jamaica anti wherever else volunteers serve.

ram rung

NAVY DUTY

No less familiar to Shrivel- is
that portion of the globe covered
with water. He enlisted in the
Navy as an Apprentice Seaman in
1940 and was commissioned an
Ensign the following year.
Shriver served continuous over’
I seas duty in the Atlantic and Pa1cific from 1941 to 1945 aboard
battleships and submarines. and
holds the Navy Unit Citation,
Submarine medal and numerous
campaign medals with battle stars.
begin in 1965-66 with completion
In 1946. Shrivel- resigned as asin two years.
sistant editor of Newsweek magaIn other diseussion, ASH Pres. zine and was associated with JoSteve Larson repaled on the Col- seph P. Kennedy Enterprises until
lege Union educational campaign 1948.
to begin Oct. 21.
From 1948 until his appointment
A series (if student committees in 1961 to the New Frontier’s
has been established to run the Peace Corps program. Shover s-as
informational prtigram, Larson Assistant Gttnera1 Manager of The
Merchandise Mart.
said.
In May. 1953. Shriver married
Included ate committees to
reach the night and dorm students, Eunice Mary Kennedy. sister of
Kennedy.
’President John
Greeks, and student. clubs.
In addition, there will probably
P1’ACF: CORPS OFFICIAI,S
be information booths a r it u n ri
to the
Aceompanying Shr;
campus during the week before
December election, Larson 5.15 ...,rupte- to cowl .td "Peace
Col 9 v. f.k’’ is a lenln of four
..1.e..1- who will
.1t.tut the
1.
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Circle K Bottle
Search Begins
Tomorrow at 9

World Wire

Director of the Peace Corps, R.
Sargent Shriver, who speaks :it
10:30 this morning in the Men’s
Gym, once wrote of the individual,
serving in the cor-ps, -Their backgrounds are diverse and reflect the
wide spectrum of American life."
The phrase might well be autobiographical considering Shriver’s
experiences, travel and education.
He graduated cum laude from
Yale College in 1938 and reeve. ed
his LL.B. from the Yale University
School of Law in 1941.

College Union Group Moves
To Start Search for Architect

110111.-.. wit It a price on t hen
heads sill be the object
"f a
search tomorrow by members ol
K.
the San Jose State Circle
Proceeds obtained from bottle
deposits will go for a party and
gifts for patients of the rehabili-!
tat ion ptogrant directed by the
Volunteer Auxiliary at the Santa
Clara County }hospital, according
to Bill Moody, bottle drive publicity chairman.
Starting at 9 totnvirrow morning and lasting until 5 p.m fisir
trucks sill canvass the area sin -rounding the S.IS campus. During
the eight -hour til’IVe Circle 1< ’
members will he knis.king it the
doors of student lit nug center’,
apartments and hivisies in search
of bottles.

WAS1IINGTON (UPII- -Highlights of President Kennedy’s news
conference Wednesday:
t
million
Wheat He announced approval of a "one shot"
...Is YR group.
The former instructor of law wheat sale to the Soviet Union.
’,.t. a history of the Itelia1111,11,01 1,11.1Y
Viet Nam- -He vigorously defended the Central Intelligence
explaining 111;11 the also said "Cuba is a military
not an Agency (CIA) against charges that it had followed an independent
-apeing of the bility to the USSR and
1’flha’r it. caused
policy in South Viet Nam.
the Republican asset."
1.0...rif:,11 in the past."
According to TASC bulletin,
lie implied
SOVIET AGENT TRIES TO STEAL ATOMIC WEAPON
that this eisild
oceur again and Murray also acted in an advisory
STUTTGART, Germany (UPI,- A Soviet agent bribed four
that trite
eonser.at,,m in the GOP capacity to the Castro government
American G.I.’s to steal a U.S. Army atomic weapon, it was disclosed
Is fl’i’11l
follinsing the revolution.
.t1ot.1
yesterday.
Murray denied this statement
Col. David S. Dillard, intelligence chief of the U.S. 7th Army,
and was unable to explain where
said the attempt was made by a Greek agent of the Soviet Union
TASC got the information.
in Munich last year.
The TASC group will sponsor
O
U.S. counter-intelligence agents arrested Nicholaus ’Nick the
reporter
a
Mice,
Carl
by
talk
aft_ a
’ t.,,,1111]
Greek" Lazopoulos and the four soldiers he bribed before they could
week.
!Imo
World
People’s
,tetun ,-t. tla
graduate repre- for The
steal "one of our atomic weapons for Soviet intelligence," Dillard
t n1:11 t on
the council.
said.
ll’"1. (.01/4 ene a graduate polo 1
Lazopoulos first. paid the four Munich-lxised soldiers $5,000 to
%I. MINI
r4,1
’,Indent, is the nevi grad
steal an M-14 rifle, an M-60 machine gun, an M-79 grenade launcher,
P.011ititiV14 Olt the council.
Co gas masks and field manuals, Dillard said.
5flrreeetved his B.A. degree in
1 ‘I :is ll
f tOi
"That was to hook them for his next operation the real one.
the University of Pa eifie
-Siforts Night" will be held to- He made an advance payment of 8875 for delivery of one of our
The third annual Pillilic 1),a -;noi,gydhi;t17.)611-.iil,ia.2.7..iin(l,IWIrielthl.2s1p.s:112.2,7,,tra21::131g.
hthie, atomic weapons," Dillard said.
fin,f,,sion
ow 141%01,18
tpd, he ...for
has
iktpo is,IV-ItIg
chasing Seminar will begin lit.’
C
rut, ii
JANUS [’AIMING WINS NOBEL PEACE PRIZE
morrow morning at 8:15 in S112. :
’ IY
Area department store
The Cali fot-nia Assf alai ion of I
OSLO, Norway 1UPI1 Linus Panting. American chemist and
hain
1
taintill
jfitnflollntglt11411,111(toniglit;:lfileknIIII,titi
ill 1,:sr:11,111.stt
th,...,
.,,,inril
. , ,,,,,,, ,.,0;01%.,4e,,ii.,
adamant One of nuclear testing, yesterday was awarded the 1962 Public Purchasing Officers
1
ICAPPOi and San Jose Slate’s
Nine! Peace Prize.
* 41"’Intett .11.111,, lt./II l’ISt111...hoh-iirienhil hoillents.
w ill
Department
At. the same time, the Norwegian Nobel Prize Committee an- Management
,,,,i 401.,,,.:::::lari. staled The see.1 Members of thy el"hs will be
srmnsor the seminar. RegI will till the ha 01;0’1101yd without charge. Nen- nounced that it had divided the 1963 Peace Prize between the Inter- jointly
,....., .
II19 seats on council.
istration fee for the day is $4
national Red Cross Committee and the Red Cross League.
Members will be charged 50 Cents.
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Engineers Plan
Career Confab

18

Reps on Campus

Special Tests
To Be Given
Here Daily

These were the harsh words of
a man who lived in Cuba; a member of the lower class Cuban society; a man who prefers to be
referred to only as Garcia because
he feels his family living in Cuba
Any major can find a place in
"may become involved."
the Peace Corps since there are
Garcia has challenged Steve was at the Spartan Bookstore
Driggs, a SJS political science ma- :300 different job categories to
jor, to a public debate on Cuba. choose from, according to 1)r. John
Driggs and two other American M. Groebli, deputy director of
students spoke last week at SJS, Training for the corps.
Special placement tests for the
telling of their travels to Castro’s island.
Peace Corps will be offered Oct.
Last night the duo met and 14-19 at 2:30, 4:30, 6:30 and
tentatively set Monday. Oct. 21 at 8:30 p.m. in B-13. The Optimal
7:30 p.m. as the time for their Language Proficiency tests will be
given in B-14 at 3:30 and 7:30 p.m.
debate.
PEACE CORPS CENTERS
No room has been picked as yet
Students can sign-up in front
for the talk.
of the Spartan Bookstore and
Garcia, referring to Driggs and
cafeteria, which are the desigothers who spoke on Cuba last
nated Peace Corps Centers and
week, said: ’They don’t know a
will be open from 8 am. to 8
darn thing about Cuba."
p.m. daily.
Driggs emphasized that he would
Peace Corps staff members will
meet Garcia and re-hash his views
he at the center to answer ques"as a visitor to Cuba."
tions and hand out information.
Driggs said: "This man accused At the sign-up booths students
me of lying about the Cuban situa- may pick up a questionnaire and
tion. On that basis, I will be glad sign-up for the time to take the
to meet him and explain my posi- test.
tion."
GOOD ODDS TO PASS
Garcia left Cuba in 1957, reThe tests later will be rated
turning to visit his country again and invitations will be sent to
in 1958 and 1960. He presently those who are accepted. Accordhas a provisional teaching cre- ing to Dr. Groebli the odds are
dential and is teaching in a San extremely good for persons in
lose high school while attending college to pass.
SJS as a part-time evening stuTen to 12 weeks of training are
dent
necessary for the Peace Corps,
which includes learning a country’s language, study of country
in detail, its society, politics, government organization: and training for the particular job which
the student will perform.
They will have 1,400 volunteers
IS.
Kenneth
Hunt, 17-year-old training this spring and 6,000 this
SJS freshman, will face a charge summer. There are 1,200 volunof misdemeanor manslaughter re- teers training now at 25 colleges
sulting from a traffic accident, and universities across the counOctober 5, which took the life of try.
his passenger, Patti Alpert, 19At SJS in 1962, 200 elementary
year-old SJS coed.
aides for the Philippine Islands
The aecident oceurred early Sat- were trained under the direction
inday morning, when hunt failed
to stop at a red light at the inter’ section of San Antonio and Third
St s., eollidnig with a car driven
by Isaac B. Ramirez, 27-year-old
laborer.
’The seventh annual "Careers in
Hunt’s ease will be prneessed by Engineering and Science Day" is
the Santa Clara County Juvenile scheduled for ton-mom in the EnCourt to determine whether it will einem ing Building.
Representatives of 25 eompanies
retain juaisdietion or refer the
case to adult. court.
In the fields of engineering, more
Misdemeanor manslaughter is nautirss and industrial technology
iiunishable by imprisonment in will speak to students about emcounty jail for not more than one ployment opportunities in the industry.
year.
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Thrust and Parry

Responsibility of Congress
Mirror or Conscience?
By DIANE M %UZI(
One of the pertinent p4.-’,? ions
confronting American political
theory is that which invoh es the
role of representation.
One theory asserts that congressmen should act as mere
delegates. That is, they should
restrict themselves to the role
of a political mirror and reflect
the views of their constituents.
The theory rests on the idea that
it is democratic for a congressman to faithfully represent the
views and whims of the people
who elected him.
Another theory. introduced by
Edmund Burke in the House of
Commons, suggests the idea of
responsible representation. As it
has evolved this theory means
that it is the responsibility of a
Congressman to think in terms
of national welfare and to "lead"
his constituents.
"The representative has access
to more information and should
be the orte to find out what is
best for the country," said Dr.
Frederic A. Weed, head of the
political science department.
"Then if the constituency disagrees, it is up to the representative to educate the people.
"Of course, if the representative is in a district with a cerikildfik

)

kis

lain economic constitution, he
has to temper the ideal," said
Dr. Weed. "There is nut a loss
of democracy." he noted. "because a representative can be
thrown out of office every two
years. This makes him resixmsible . . . and representative,"
he concluded.
"In theory the representative
should be responsible and vote
with his conscience," said Dr.
Edward J. Rogers, professor of
political science. "But then I’m
not running for office. The representative has to be a local ambassador and satisfy his constituents ... to win an election."
he said.
"A Congressman cannot divorce himself from principle but
he is still forced to bring back
the bacon. Theoretically he
should be a responsible representative but practically he must
compromise," he concluded.
"While a Congressman must
represent local interests he must
also many times give way to
pressing national interests." said
Dr James E. Watson, associate
professor of political science.
"A responsible representative
can weigh right versus the practical and prejudices versus the
welfare of the nation."
,kihm
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Invites You to

"Pete La"

hear and ...
sing along with . . .

The New
Shadygrove Trio
This group of exciting folkAngers,
Kho have just arrived from Kentucky,
viill ..ing your favorite folkongp es,ery
Fridav and !-’,atorday nite.

And when you come...

_44
w7iNizAremreiiiroirosa:aroziazimr.ro,..
International Restaurant
Tropicana Shopping Center
King and Story Roads
nil
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Co-Rec ’Crowded’
Student Complains

I THINK I’LL RUN AWAY To CHINA. DoN’T

TRy To STor ME!"

eanciertnyi
By DIANE MAUZY
Feature Editor
A long-lived tradition of the Spartan Daily staff is sinking
deeper into abyss. While somewhat unheralded lit d(Jesn’t make
the staff box) the once highly regarded position of "Happy Herald’s
Editor" is dying.
As the tradition goes, the "editor" is selected each day for
assignment from among an eager throng of volunteers. After collecting orders and donations, the "ed" sets off in a frenzied trek
across campus to retrieve life-saving snacks for the staff a heavy
box-load of assorted goodies.
But, alas, this semester Is different. After a few days of success the reporters began to doubt the sacredness of the tradition.
By now volunteers can’t even be drafted! The reporters bury themselves in work at the typewriter or hurry off without an "adieu"
to cover their beats. Such dedication.
It is sad indeed for the "big ed’s" to watch a tradition crumble.
It is even sadder that the untimely end should come as we find
ourselves in the position to reap the awards. So now the "big ed’s"
turn menacing eyes toward each other ... and eventually the Fine
Arts Editor rises from the sanctuary of his desk and bulletin board
and "volunteers" to save the day.
-In anyone knows of a remedy
for this apathetic situation, we
on the Daily would appreciate
your signing up for a position
Entered es second class matter April
on the staff next semester.
24. 1934, at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspepers Publishers
Association. Published da6 by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription acSTUDENT
cepted only on a remainder -of -semesDISCOUNTS
ter basis. Full academic year, $9; each
semester, $4.50. Off -campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414 Editorial
Eat. 2383, 2384. 2385, 2386, AdverElectronic Parts &
tising EIS. 2081. 2082, 2083, 2084.
Hi Fi Equipment
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 1:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Editor
JERRY ARCA
United Radio mid
Advertising Mgr.
DAVE BLOOM
CY 8-1217
Day Editor
STEVE SPENCE

Spaztangady

Ilring this ad, ’cause it’s worth 15." oH on
any of the many delicious kinds of pine at ...

--

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters. bocusis of apace limitations,
will be limited to masirnum of 300
words preferably typed and doublespaced. Letters exceeding this
amount isither will not be printed Or
will Le edited to conform to length.
The editor also reserves the right to
edit letters to conform to style arid
good taste. Letters of personal at.
Nicks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signatur
and ASS number.

sr( \ sfi 1./6, -

I recently went over to CoRee to get In a little dancing
and maybe meet somebody. I
stayed only about five minutes.
The place is just too crowded.
The three volleyball courts had
12 players each. I think it was
too crowded for much table
tennis.
I got in a line that took me
into the dance room. All of a
sudden there wasn’t any air. I
don’t understand why the people don’t suffocate. I didn’t want
to shove my way into any more
lines, so I headed toward the
San Carlos exit. The dance floor
was so crowded, that if one
person sat down in the middle
of it, all 650 people would have
to slop dancing until he stood
up again. Well, almost. I was
glad to get out of the place. I
was glad to breathe again.
Oi-Itec has grown considerably in just the two and one-half
years that I’ve been here. The
Recreation Department and its
students have really done a fine
job. The music is live, and lots
of students have fun for no cost.
However, if Co-Rec is to continue to grow. it is going to need
more room. (This is the simple
point of my letter.) I am sure
that more MOM will be given
- the new half of the Women’s
Gym, probably. The sooner the
better.
Bernard Scoville
10%92
ASIS

Student Questions:
’Why Tower Closed?’
FAlitor:
I would like to direct this
question to anyone who has the
rif!ill answer.

OPEN
MON., THURS.,
FRI. TIL 9 P.M.
WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS

’1’. V. Supply

Co.
1425 W San

Carlo,

’Thanks’ Democrats
For Recent Stands

Why was Tower Hall closed?
Is it really because the archaic
symbol of San Jose State would
tumble down if there were an
1.arthquakr? Could be. I couldn’t
deny that fact. I don’t think
many peo pie could. I also
couldn’t deny the fact that there
are a lot of other buildings both
on campus and in the local area
that would fall during an earthquake. I’m speaking only of public places; some of the private
dwellings in San Jose would disintegrate if a flying pigeon deposited on the roof. Why aren’t
these places closed? People in
these private structures could
get just as dead as the people
in a downtown store, Tower
Hall, or maybe we should include
the Science Building, too. But
we can’t. Why? you ask. Well,
there is no other place on campus to hold science classes no
labs and lecture rooms suitable
to this purpose.
Tower Hall’s cias.ses were
mainly business and required
only seats so that the students
could be comfortable. Why then
was the building closed? Could
it be that it was somebody’s
thought to close the Tower just
to pressure the construction
companies to finish our new
classrooms at a more rapid
pace?
F’Al Pavane
ASH 5125

believe that the recent prop,sals
yofoutnhge (D7:mlif,o,crrnaitits Ice:Ilaent:st iotnhei(inf.
as "a working arm 01 the organized conspiracy which is
dedicated to the destruction of
this country from within."
controversial Koposals include
resumption of diplomatie arid
trade relations with Cub:,. mew,.
nit ion of China, Nevi t ional
recognition of East Germany,
gradual withdrawal of il.,.
troops from Viet Nam and cut.
ting off aid to the Diem regime.
Shanafelt may disagree with
these strong proposals, but thpse
are issues we need to discuss in
an unpoisoned atmosphere. FA,
pecially at this point in hish111,:,
we need to resist the urgings (,f
the far right to avoid provoraaccept
t iv11e geinssguoae:le:Irne. Weet
ch
ignore the threats of those who
misunderstand liberty if we are’
to avoid a totalitarian type at
stagnation of public opinion. The
Young Democrats flftM1I’Vo our
thanks for bringing
up for debate.
David Si:atoll!
ASH 268’!

§r ’aloe mom.
ealiaiZEM

BURBANK

400 S. 1:t

CY 5-7218

552 S. Bascom

"GARDEN OF EDEN
’NUDE CAMERA"
"BODY BEAUTIFUL"
Students $1.00

"THIS SPORTING LIFE"
"THE MAGIC TIDE"
Students $1.00
7306(i
TOW NE CV

;AFIATOGA "

1433 THE ALAMEDA
"A KIND OF LOVING"
"ON THE MENU"
Students $1.00

14502 BIG BASIN WAY
"YOJIMBO"
"MARIE OCTO8RE
Students $1 .00 -

Ee la(re&t

TROPICAIRE

Alma and Alnsaden Rd.
"THE CASTILLIAN"
"RAMPAGE!"

1969 Alum Rock Are.
North Sce,n
"SPENCER’S MOUNTAIN’
"PT. 109"
South Sv.rp,n

"HAUNTING"

lit & San Salvador
,Le.r. To, - Burton
"THE VIP’s"
"FOUR NITS AND A MISTER"
Mr. Acker Bilk

"DR. BLOOD’S COFFIN
"DIARY OF A MADMAN"
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Nat,onal Luthrn Council
The new
for the complete collegiate experience
"Assist at Mass"
worship this Sunday at

St. Thomas Chapel

First Baptist Church

chapel for the dokibter,
Oivestionv and 6.1 near

A Studnt

Worship

the downtown church
catering to the college community

Sunday, 10 a.m.

students are welcome to join US as
eria worship in-the-round at fh Center
Our new chapel will be reedy soon

8:30
9:45
545
7:00

All

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

First Immanuel Lutheran
I Missouri Synod)
and

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

The Alameda
at Shasta
294-7447

John Knox
Club
9:40

a.m.

Student Center
374 So. 3rd St
*Sunday Morning Services:
at 8:15, 9:30 and 11:00
2 blocks from school

Sundy. October 13 at 6 15

Evangel Bible
Book Store

"Galatians
The
Wm.
Powell Davies Approach"

A

A

1
4

4.7

6:00 p m. Discussions for
Collegiens. Transportation:
from 7th and San
F.
do 9:20 a.m. and
5:30 p.m.
Worship
8:30;
11:00 a.m.: 7:00 p.m.

Retreat: "Week in
the Redwoods"
Oct. 18 - 19

CeJJ, ,

INTERVARSITY SUPPLIES
RELIGIOUS

RECORDS

BIBLES
PRAYER BOOKS
RELIGIOUS GIFTS

5 45

p m.

Morning Church
Service

p.m Supper

140c

’reefing

Roger Williams Fellowship
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East Son Fernando

8.45,

ion Group Thurs. eves. at 8 pm.

Di

79 S. 5th
CY 5-9638

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplin

Spartan Tri-C

VISIT THE CAMPUS RELIGIOUS

3rd & San Antonio
Sunday, October 13, I903

a.m.

dr. Dick Griffith
floor
Hallow -rid
g Artividien:
Het. 25
!party. NOV. 1-2-3 Fall Retreat.
,st

5:45 p.m.

Topic: Is the Christian Church
Relevant Today?
Speakers
Dr Mervin Cadwallader
Dr Di +id Hatcher
Dr Albert Porter
II:00 a,m .

is now open
Daily Mast at C.W.C. 11:45 a.m.

9:45

R. Pedlars., Dlr. of Music
N. Ittlas, Vicar

292-5404

The Catholic Student Center

Sunday Masses: 6-7-8-9-10-11:15-12:15
Evening Mass: 7:30 p.m.
Daily Masses: 6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05
Confessions, Sat., 2:30 to 5:30, 7:30 to 9:00

ORGANIZATIONS THIS WEEKEND

Gamma Delta Meet,no
Wednesday 7 00 p

A. J. Bummer, Pastor

2’? 4124

Welcome to Si, Joseph’s Parish Catholic Information Center at
91 E. San Antonio St. where you can find the answers to all of
your personal questions on the Catholic Faith.

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor

WESTMINSTER

Sunday

& 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
a.m. College "Seminar"
p.m.
Tri.0 Club
p.m.
Evening Service
ite So Second St San Jose

r..,an Fernand’,

CENTRAL CHURCH
tWesley
OF CHRIST
Foundation
(Methodist Student
Center)

I:

TriII:

Canterbury

114,11011

Worship Sunday
St. Paul’s
First

Sc

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

All are welcome

441 South 10th
Street
Campus Minister
.sussee.
Sunday, Oct. 13
40c
Supper
*6:00 p.m.
(No reservation r,
7:00 p.m. Program will feature
-Never Turn Back," a documentary
film of the activities of the Student Non -Violent Coordinating
Committee in the South. Discussion
follows.
8:00 p.m. Worship and Fellowship.

,

,,
,
.
,
NEWMAN CLUB ,ss,

hiIIIIii

ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH

,,,
.,,

Tales

Episcopalians at Son Jose State

Schedule of Services:
SUNDAY
Worellip Flours
Bible Study flees
E vening Worship

WEDNESDAY

COLLECTOR’S ITEM
Dept. of Trial and Erorr

8:30
10:45
9:45
7:00

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

ed dee

del

People hav asked about why our
Canterbury emblem was upside-down
last week. Check the correct answer:
I. A medieval signal of distress,
which we We all bginning to fI.

11.00 and 7:45 p.m.
2. The printer made a rnisteei.
Church Service
96 S 2nd St.
tan at San Solved,
Sanders et 9:40 man.
Santa Clara 5 itls
Free
10:00 cm. Collitg Bible Class
roSunday
fyrubsupper
retnaatC
1100
1110 11:30 are.
the correct answer
292.2353
81 North Eighth St.
MARY WEBSTER,
d
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n
o
D
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.
m
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J
,
e
r
a
Ethrdilo
Jas
Getty,
A.
George -Shorty" Collins John IA Mrs
Oler
Paul
Miiiinier:
Speaker
M inister
Minister
laptist Colleg Chaplain
Pastor
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MEANWHILE, SUNDAY
EVENING

$,

6:30 Evensong followed by suPPer:
THEN 730 at Trinity Church
North 2nd and St. John’s
The Cathedral Civic Theater
presents

T. S. Ellet’s
THE COCKTAIL PARTY
Wn yell provide rid’,
from the Center
Frewill offering will Le ’4’.n

$

Newman, Page SJ
Star in Flicks

)crafs
;fonds

of Youth."
is preceded by
The movie, which
about a corrupt young
is
cartoon,
a
to his southern
man who returns
impress the comhome town to
to find
munity. He also returns
daughter of a crooked
his girl, the
run this
political boss who had
undesirable suitor out of town
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some years before.
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The film will be shown in
p.m. Admission is
9:30
and
7
at
35 cents.
41-4111.1.4’um

PARTY

RENTALS
China
Silver
Chairs

Punch Bowls
Fountain
Tables

Wilted Rilst2455 The Alameda
243-0150
Santa Clara
TACKLE ENGLISHPeace Corps volunteer Flemming Heegard,
25, graduate of SJS with a degree in Psychology, brings the
English language to Katmandu, Nepal.

With 57 VOlunteers, San Jose,
State is the foremost contributor
to the Peace Corps of the California state colleges.
(7alifornia state colleges list the
nation as a source of U.S. Peace
Corps recruits with 293 students.
The slate total of 702 recruits
comprises 7 per cent of the entire
roster of 4,379 volunteers serving
abroad at the end of June of I hi,
year. The number is by far the
largest of any college system di
the country.
In recognition of the state’s
record, the director of the Corps,
Sargent Shriver, will address convocations at four of the California
State Colleges. Ile will speak in
the Men’s Gym today at 10:30 a.m.
AVAILABLE TO SPEAK
The other members of the Peace
Corps team will be available to
campus groups for speaking engagements during October.
Ranked in order of their personnel contrihutions to the program,

the list of colleges includes SJS,
57 volunteers: San Francisco, 44;
San Diego, 43; Long Beach, 28;
Fresno, 2£4; Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo, 23; Los Angeles. ’21; Sacramento, 12. chic", 10; San FerHi, Humboldt, 8;
nando
Cal Poly at 1..,oiona, 6; Stanislaus,
2; Orange, I
TRAINING CENTERS
Training of Peace Corps units is
being conducted by the State Colleges. Lust year, 59 members of a
unit assigned to service in Morocco
were trained at Cal Poly in San
Luis Obispo. At the same time
San Francisco and San Jose State
C.olleges trained a contingent for
duly in the Philippines.
Other California state colleges
are conducting similar Peace Corps
indoct Tina lion condit
Students interested in taking the
Peace Corps placement tests may
make arrangements at the Pram
Corm information booth which will
be set ,if) across from the bookstore during "Peace Corps Week."
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Try a delicious taste
treat, Foremost’s new
SO-LO Low Fat Milk.
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tt Even If you can’t
pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
You Can get more
Insurance
later on ... with
College Lite’s
famous policy, THE
BENEFACTOR, designed expressly
for collage men and sold
exclusively to
College men. Call me
today and
explain how and why. No
obligation, of course.),

By STEVE ACOSTA
semester, represents an avowed
If a student is politically a antt-Ommunist eunservalive viewYOUNG REPUBLICANS
"middle-of-the-roader," chances are
The Republicans have but one
his views will not be represented organized faction at SJS, the conby an organized SJS group.
servative YR group.
The left and right of the imagThe Goldwater-supporting YRs,
inary political line are represented a member implied, include supby various organizations at SJS, porters of the far right. As the
but there is no group that repre- member stared, "There is a sprinksents the so-called center. Perhaps ling of Birchers in every YR group
this is be c a use there are not in Santa Clara County." The SJS
enough college students, be it at c ha p ter is the largest in the
SJS or other campuses, whose po- county.
litical views are not committed
so. t here tire organizations on
either to the left or the right. t he 5.15 cairmos that represent
SJS is not alone in this respect, both the liberal and conservative
hi ’WIWI ’T. Many other colleges and’ fact sins. But there is no middle-ofoad group to be found; that
hiek organized "mid- t
tifi
die-of -the -load’’ groups. But what- is, if one exists.
--ever the reason may be,
have groups representin,
t ferries of this imaginin. 1,,
line.
LEFT WING
On the left is the SJSDem.cratic Club, a liberal group. loll
5.15 ,Intlent tomtit’ Wateric;i:,
not so extreme as its t wrr lit ttst
will speak of her experientocounterparts, SPU and TASC.
SPU ’Student Peace I ’riith and -cis 1 .1n-obedience" demonst nIl.
this afternoon in I II l’t
’Toward an Actike Student ’II
Waterman part iciftitt..1 in
( ommunity I are the ultra-lett farihe Quebec-Go:int:in:alp,
tions at S.IS.
The peace button -clad SPU kkilk as kk ell as sit-down demon Energy
members appear left of the Demte "tuitions at the At
eratie Club, but not quite as far t’ommission in New York. a release
SPU (Student
th
left as TASC.
gmop stated,
The TASC group claims to he Peace
Besides relating some of her ex representative of political views
further left than any at SJS. The perientes. Miss Waterman will give
group’s leafier has said ittit the .111115, ii lier reasons for becoming
in cn.il disobedience movetar left is not repte-Pfil 11 I,. ..1 act
rtilot
iii, flu
: fVo,111,1
1,0110
flu, 1.11
E.)11.1WIIGT tile talk. this’ SPIT
’1*.i.1!) tr. ill hirrld a brief flood trig.
and speak,’ , Itt

noo s.N h. Job Interviews

Iii’
these conserva ive primps
v.:vitiates who signed
(Silt
Young Republicans, SA(
dents Against Communism!, and lip for iii,’ following huh interviews
to be at 303 S. Niyo h.
a newly -formed group, Y oting. am reminded
at scheduled tifile.
Americans for Freedom.
Monday, Ott. 14: North ArneriLittle presently is known of the
L. A. I ii.. i’s
freedom group except that it rep -lean Aviation
Perrot’ resents the conservative right. The. Itockettirle; U. S. Army
group has yet to issue a policy. ing District; General Dynamics
. Tuesday, Oct. 15: General Dystatement of any kind.
SAC, though inactive per se this ittinics.

-7aguivazuwaKuukvawAkwikaruczkiwiawa)
For Flowers
Dial The

Countdown Number
*JOHN OLEJNIK
4992
Borina Drive
San Jose,
Calif.
Tel: 253-1337

representing
THE COLLEGE
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
thr, only Company selling
exclusively to College
Men

CY 5 -
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Choice of
FOUR ENTREES and
20 SALADS
All yours for

50
293.2011

Iii ills idnalize your
beauty with our special get acquainted offer. Good
through Oct. 30.
Quality Permanent Wove
with Styling and Hair Cut
Reg. 525
Special 1 250

a 1 \ JI ISE, I 11.IFORNIA

Hair Styling
and Hair Cut
livg. 56
Special 400

Special

Rates For Students With
Student Body Cords

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 294-7167 or 292-7262

at Santa 4 tare
WE VALIDATE PARKING TICKETS

MANY WAYS TO COOK BANANASFormer SJS student
Gloria Houston adds her talents to the Peace Corps program in
St. Lucia, Caribbean Islands.

Audubon Film Series Opens
"The Right to Live," nar1’iii..,1
by Chester P. Lyons, will be rn.,
vented torn:Tit at 8 in the Men’s
Gym :is lost film in the Audubon
Screen Tina’s for 1963-64.
The film takes a tour of the
west coast of Canada, depleting
the plants and animals in each of

the five altiturlinril life zones
1,1
,
the Coastal Zone.
Zritii.
MP, I IN I try Int.’,
bow% ;API I Iv’ .0 1
Cr’, I ,1
IOW ZI WC.
Lyons I., pri....etitly of tuvr ii
11111
1.11;trge irf siirit1;11
lrepartment of Pia
1,11
iaatkat and Conservation.
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RIXOUTRE OPENED 141 MINUTED

A Complete Um el Rationally Advertised Predseb

TAKE YOUR PICK OF
PARTY-GOING PAJAMAS!
’Finn. for l’ajania l’aitit,!

9

YOUNG illOPirs ACCOUNTS INVITED!

Tecial price

giant 1iiiiiNer-ary Sale!

399

Engagement Rings

Phonographs

Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks

Hi-Fl Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

No Money Down A Year To Pay
FREE
PARKING
We
validate
all
downtown
lot
tickets
65 So.
First St.
CV 2-4910

17)
71oweri lnj F\
1.AMMIMMINMINIZINITIffitlftfrtliffill

MORE FOR LESS AT MEALTIME
\X lien mealtime. conies-, mit time Main Street liof Brau
for a well prepared dinner at a price that a ill tome
’Ailment your budget.

3aiiou aire Cotilarei

Pile Campus florist)

F. Santa Clara at 8th

the vacancy that is now present.
In other business it Wall announced that the fraternity newspaper, "The Columns," will put
out a Homecoming edition.
Craig VVard, public affairs director of the Peace Corps, made
an unexpected call on the IFC to
set up separate question and answer periods about the Peace
tips wit h ear-hr of the fralernities on campus.
Also Sgt. Dave Evans, of the
San Jose Police Department,
pok e to the IFC concerning
lalloween law enforcement. He
,tiessed that the police are ready
I, take wholesale measures to protect the property of innocent local
troudents, anti to prevent the incidents of roc I I lolloweens.

INN leS you to itit the
\
Beauty Salon now
open 6 days weekly
a ills a staff of cm:dike
st lisle to sere
A !so open Thursday
eseninsis.

tet Own’

2

Four new members of the InterFraternity Council Judiciary were
announced Wednesday night at a
meeting of the WC at the Delta
Sigma Phi house.
Justices announced by IFC Pres.!
Howie Reed were Bob Brown,’
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Bob Johns,
Delhi Sigma Phi; Brame MacDonald. Sigma Chi; and Charles Swall,
Alpha MU Omega. The alternate
justice is Don Adams of Pi Kappa
Alpha.
The new justices will join Chiel
Justice Randy Willoughby of Phi
Sigma Kappa in hearing cass-s
ailing under fraternity jurisdicion.
Reed also announced the need
for a faculty representative to till

Roos / Atkins

itarly-going colors and patirrii!

3

Four New Justices, Alternate
Named to IFC Judiciary

30 sOl TIE FIRST ...T.

Coed To Discuss
Civil Disobedience

ON THE RIGIIT

SPARTAN DAILY.-11

MAIN STREET 1/0/13rau

Middle-Roaclers Are
SJS Political Orphans

list

oo

57 Students Serving
In Corps From SJS

and Geraldine
Paul Newman
tonight’s feature
in
star
will
page
Flicks, "Sweet Bird
at the Friday

1.1
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State Leads State Colleges

Friday, October 11, 1963

Roos/Atkins

San Jose

open until
9:00 p.m.
Mondays,
Thursdays,
Fridays

209 So. Taaffe St,
Sunnyvale
28 Valley Fair
RE 9 0511
Opals Until
CH 8 l040
V00 P
Mondays. ThursdottOotin S Nuqhti
Fridays
Monday to Friday Until 1:30

P ART Si DAILY

KSJS LOC
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Around Town

FIVE MORE MINUTES

College FM Rad o
90 7 Mc
San Jose State

By STAN NASCIMENTO
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’Rockefeller, Goldwater Are Losers’

end

r tprOhop

47 North Ftrst Stramt

Enjoy Smoking
SMOKE A PIPE!
And while you are shopping, Sri
one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Jost
right for the discrimnating pipe
smoker.

"If either Nels011 Rockefeller or liarry Goldwater wins the
1064 GOP presidential nomination, the Republicans will lose the
big race."
This was noted columnist Drew Pearson’s prediction at a recent
speech on the San Jose City College campus.
’The American public hasn’t had a chance to scrutinize Gc-ildwater." said Pearson, a liberal Democrat. "In the South he’s for
states’ rights and he doesn’t mention them in the North.
"Golwater said he is not for great Federal spendinfT, but he
has intrtsiticed the biggest power project in Arizona - to be paid
for by the Federal government," commented Pearson. "And I teel
the American people won’t vote to repeal income tax or social
security. We can’t turn hack the clock.
"As for Rockefeller, he would lose about 80 per cent of the
women’s votes because of his recent divorce."
After casting Rockefeller and Goldwater aside, Pearson=7
-The Republican Party has some good men, but unfortunately we
haven’t heard about them. One example is California’s Thomas
Kuchel, who I think would make a good President. If the Republicans were to nominate a moderate stwh as Kuchei, President Kennedy would have a tough race.
"It’s too bad we are using brand names in politics as we do
in cigarettes," quipped Pearson.

CURTAIN GOING UPMargaret Ann Crain, playing one
of the young ladies from Eastchrter Finishing School in "LitMary Sunshine," is getting
some last-minute touches before
going on stage tonight. Assisting her is Mikki Hoien, one of
the dressers. The production will
also be showing tomorrow night
at 8:15 in the College Theater.
All tickets for both performances are sold, but there will
be a limited number of SRO
tickets available at the door,
according to the College Theater Box Office.

PRESS CONFERENCE

flow does the influential Washington Merry-Go-Round correspondent feel about certain current international events? Below
are some of his views gatheted from a press conference at SJCC.
Q. How do you feel about the students who went down to
Cuba and the resulting investigation before the House Committee
on Un-Amerkan Activities?"

CHICKEI4iLIGHT
251-2313

Free Delivery

r
"$

F 0 I, Is:

Guitars- Ban jos-Lessons
55

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC
W
Cr 7-7417

---.41111ft
FOREIGN CAR.

1384

San Cartel

Closc:st to
Campus ...

SPECIALISTS

San Jose Foreign Car Service
Expert repair on all imported cars
Transmission overhaul and Lubrications
Tune-ups, Brakes, Motors
Bring this ad...
GOOD FOR I 000 STUDENT DISCOUNT
286-1100
180 So. Market

A Clean
White Shirt
You Need
Is
All

it it’s cleaned at

-ad 3
I 11. \ DRY and SHIRT
555 E. Santa Clara
shirt’s best f riend

\ 1:-.

5;

A. "I think people going down there tend to muddy the water,
resulting in confused politics. However, the situation of the students
going down there shouldn’t have been taken up by the House Committee on Un-American Activities,"
Q. Do you think we should sell wheat to Russia, who will,
In turn, give it to Cuba?"
A. "1 feel we should sell wheat to Russia. Concerning Cuba,
the recent hurricane down there gives us a chance to make friends
with the Cubans. We can show a humanitarian gesture by giving
clothing, wheat, and other food to Cuba."
Q. "What hi your opinion of the nuclear test ban?"
A. "I think highly of it because Ili it is very important we
cease the poison in our atmosphere 121 we still can test underground 13i it is very important for the U.S. and Russia to begin
having some areas of mutual understanding on government."
Q. "Do you think we should continue our economic and military aid to Viet Nam?"
A. "We can’t pull out now. So we must do our best to prevent
ties of communism in that country. But we must keep aid away
from the rulers of the country." (He did not say how we should
go about doing this,;
After the press conference, Feature Editor Diane Mauzy and
I cornered Pearson to pose with us for a photograph. Here, I
squeezed in the question, "What was the turning point in your
career?"
"I wrote a book called "Washington-Merry-Go-Round." Because of this book I was fired from my newspaper job," replied
Pearson. "So I 0x)k my book and a political column to a New York
syndicate and they accepted it."
It’s not every day that "you’re fired" paves the way for sueP(.s. kit it di11 for this veteran columnist who really is whirling
an his NVashimton-Merry-Go-Round.

Mu Phi Epsilon Members
To Perform in Recital
national
Mu I’hi
music sorority, will present a
recital in Concert Hall Tuesday
night at 8:15.
The program will open with
major
Sonata in

Mineral Exhibit
To Open at Civic
"Rockhound Roundup," a gem
and mineral show, will be presented tomorrow and Sunday in
the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
The exhibit, sponsored by Campbell Gem and 7.Tineral Guild, vein
include over 10(i gur-i and member cases (it polished gemstones,
minerals, fossils, crystals, and
se- Icy.
Among artists exhibiting are
Dr. Robert Coleman, associate
professor of art at SJS, and
irr Coate. author of numerarticles on Mexican silver

perfumes’ by Ti-is Kout on the
flute and Kathy Schenk on the
piano. Beethoven’s Romance in
F major, Op. ’50 will be played
by Adrienne Mihaly on the violin, with Joan Bridges playing
the accompaniment.
Soprano Marilyn Stabbert will
sing three songs with Margaret
Brownlee accompanying her on
the piano. The pieces will he
Love Thee,"
"I
Beethoven’s
flue’s "I Wept, Beloved, as I
Dreamed," and Wolf’s "Es 1st’s."

Also included in the program
will be Endresen’s Rhapsody in
G minor by Bonnie Coe, clarinet.
and Carol Ewing, accompanist.
Brahms’ Capriccio in F sharp
minor, Op. 76 will be played by
Priscilla Molsk on the piano.
Concluding the recital will be
Donna Lauer singing "In Questa
Reggie from Puccini’s "Turandot." and Schubert’s "Gretchen
am Spinnrade." Accompanying
her will be Bertha Swedenburg.

6,00--Twil;ght Conc,rt
jiigtArnsoican Musical

Hedfig.
8:00Nenn
8:15---Visits With Nature
TWILIGHT CONCERT
Corsair; Debussy, Images; Sams.
Seem, Symphony No. 3.

’Uncle Tom’ Novel
First Over Million
NEW YOltb:

- Photo by An",
GUSTOThis welded fan of beer cans, entitled "American Ka" arid created by Wally Hedrick, hangs from the ceiling
of the College Art Gallery. This is one of the many works on
display at the art exhibit, "Invention and Tradition in Contemporary Sculpture."
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All students enrolled id S.IS
are eligible and encouraged to
try out for this play, accs)ruing
to Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, professor of drama and director of
the coming production.
- "Ondine" is it tragedy based
on a myth of a beautiful t.,,mph
who falls in love and marries
handsome knight. The tririedy
comes when they learn their lie...
si(ii the shocks
is too ideal t
of the worid
The third in’,’ lotion of the
vs ill 1W
C’oilege
Dec. 6, 7, II -1 I.
These production dates were
tentatively scheduled for "A
Man for all Seasons" by Robert
Balt iliivriver. the rights to the

at
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Oct. 12th
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CIianytity Sjerne
420 E. William

Don’t Miss It!

Tun, -thurs

I roes it ofing this ...soon?
exp. Ilene,- to a
fer
It, ’it’’ number of stuilints?
These three questions were answered when "Opaline" became
one of the productions for this
year’s College season.

9 a.m.-6 pm

Fri. and 3,0

Henry WatenaLe 9 a m. 7
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oll styles of hair cuts
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YOUR FASHION LOOK BEGINS HERE
. . . WHERE THE COLLEGE WOMAN
BUYS HER COMPLETE WARDROBE.
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Weekend Doings

FIRST AT Flit NT1IN

’ION11:1111’
’1.01111. NI:11’N Stitt
15 p 17,
1111-11’;10.1’

Folk Ali, p
"’rho :.Iia
I)eslo I’laylart.e,

ll’EmEler Blue.
ism
8:10

p.m

SATI’RHAV
"Little i’dary Sunshine,"
Theater. 5:13 pm.
Grim and Mineral Exhibit.

SW,
.1,11t ()sir A111110Willt11, 10 N.Ill
to 10 1; /II.

ft.ey Run," King
Lush, Playhouse, 8:30 p.m.

"S(N.

11 itA.

Navy Blue, Red.

Black. NN bite, Lilac. lirmin.
Beige, Lodan

Aqua.

Oran!ie. and Gray

SWEAT SHIRTS
s2.95

SUNDAY

with zipper
$3.95

the Ymn Yam Tree, 8:3):
King IXrdo Plitj.tpri

"Under
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CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
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Top Talent

Rental and SAle

MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
E. San Fernando
293-5211

IOndine’ Slates Tryouts
For Monday, Tuesday

Piano
ian rb

Live Folk Music

Special Student kite, _
TYPEWRITERS
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lean novel ever to
than a million cold,.
riet Beecher Stiisii
Tom’s Cabin," an
epic that appeared I i
magazine serial. The IH.1
it came out :is a le,r,h,
1852, more than :;
wile sold.

REAL

(ern

STAN &ad’ PRESENTS

r.fioa
B11,11.15.
Apeeld

1/2 Block from campus

Streets Split
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. I UP11
con--Ever wonder what causes
to crack when excrete pavements
conpaced to freezing and thavsing

ale

erl
sical Heritaq,
alive
T
magas; S..
D. 3.

‘10Vel

Re’eareherii at Peri,’ ’itate I
wiry are attemptrog
that Palle. Their
bearing oh i the
have nationwide.
of highcost and We expectancy
ways.
ilighway departments and aggregate producers from all parts
providing maof the country are
terials to the civil engineering department here for the study.

Illlon

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED

rntroti
t4’as Har.

Savings up to $100 on automobile insurnc are now common
for married men under 25 years
of age with the California COSualty Indemnity Exchange.
Married men in this age
bracket are generally paying irrcessiy premiums for the degree
of risk involved." says George M.
Campbell, Spartan Rprsentative
for the Exchange.
that a married
"We beliv
man with family responsibilities is
and causes
driver,
careful
a more
fewer accidents." said Campbell.
-Therefore, he is ntitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man,
age 22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000 Pr oprt y Damage
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $169 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $53 less $14 dividend, or
a net of $69 (based on current
15 pr cent dividend). Thus he
sa,,es about $100 with tha Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings),
Campbell declared that even
unmarried men and women with
good driving records may say
over 15 per cent.
Call or writ* for full information to George M. Campbe’l,
1885 The Alameda, San Jose,
Phone 244.9600.

04’.’

ant eslarsit,
first a,
he first
NI:irph
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CO.
293.5213

IAN K’S
arber She,
Tues.-Thurs.
6 p.m.
Fri. and Sat.
&m..7 pm.
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I St.

293 072
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SJS Coed Reigns
At w est Point Dance
By K.

ti151114

The We-.1 I .,,to

’fi,e,nnati

Building Materials
Desks
Files
Chairs
Wall Lockers
Antigua:

Supplies

Office Equipment
Furniture
Appliances

Tools
T. V.’s & Radios
548

Open Daily
9 a.m.- 9 p.m.

W. Julian

292-4081

2nd store,
201 N. 9th
294-5720

1

For Fine Food At A Fair Price

CUGGINOS’ PIZZA
Delivered to Your Door
4-11:30 Daily

’Till 1:30 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

Pizza is Great for:

ss

Study Breaks
Parties
or
Dinner
Just call CY 2-8119 for delivery or

Ts

Co

Drop in at 862 No, 13th1 San Jose
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A FEATHER IN HER CAPSophomore Rosemarie Stanton gazes
at her West Point cadet cap given to her after she was crowned
Homecoming Queen Sept. 28 at the West Point-Cincinnati game.
She was West Point’s second Homecoming Queen.

’fiekets for The Romers’s are
.J,,.,sued.able at the Wendell Watkins
Management Jinx Office located at
.smar Clay, 89 S.

First,

Sari
-Indent

Mailbox

292-5477
Tues. thrill Sat

By RON LEINIO
Exchange Editor

Segregation Hits Oregon
The administration at Oregon l’Ircerat.-, Etigerre, s. ,eparating the men from the boys and tra
Mule trosh live in their
own dorms apart frsan the men. NOV. I tut "IlnliAcky" fellows are
forced to eat in cafeterias separate from those for the girls, the
Daily Emerald reported.
Instructors al Peppordine College, la’s Angeles, are all wet, in(’
at least one was. According to an art,ele in the ("rapine, water.
fights were the favorite pastime recently. During an instrirtor’
lecture one mening, some students tramped in the classrooll,
bounced the teaeher down to the Evil
nit
him.
k
’1015
(.0
"Weeds" -,r,okers’ p
’
in the rutin-,
I
stated rh,,r
The Daily Universe of Brigham 1.
dandelion, lettuce, beets, cabbage, S -s,
spinach and (All,
leaves are being blended and curesl in search .4 a flavorful. al,
matte cigarette that is ft’s.’’’iril .i,io
sw,s
tiii
"Sex and Solutions"
ander
Indiana University YWCA meetin,
ease you’re
,
didn’t reisul
article in The Indiana Daily
to lie
things reached any solution. 1)0e- s,
HOW do Americans "wet" theii
year
Tartar Shield of Compton C’olleKr.,
1.12 hillion cups of
nnik, vi Ica,
It drink,. arid I,rped
tao billion gallon.s nil
!-1.111
n I!
I

After her day -long reign, Rosemarie returned, via air, to SJS
and was met at the airport by her
delighted Alpha Phi sorority sisters, who welcomed her back with
a bouquet of flowers.
sih yes, West Point won the
iiime, 22-0.
Cl7PID’S BURY
NEW YORK I UPI I
The numbar of marriages in the United
Slates went up 1.9 per cent in
1.0-P, the fourth consecutive year
fir record a rise.
The Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company said there were about
579,0o0 marriages in the country
last year, compared with 1,550,10;
in 19til and 1.525.000 in 19t50

I tie
DIslINI 1INI
5,111155.
\h
Slime
...

,11.

Willow Glen
Beauty College

hobble Brosol,
iti

Ms am
(

1045 Willow Street
San Jose

Little money? Big appetite?

The answer: 175 E. Santa Clara
(bet. 4th & 5th)

SMORGASBORD
.-111 you can eat
LUNCH

DINNER

990

$1.49

10:30-230 pm.
2:30 p.m..?
TacosTamalesBeef StewChickenRoast Beef and

more

MEXICAN

and
.111Eillt V\ MODS

e".4.41

Siei

1
Iii
I

,I;11

.)

I

Just Like Having Your Own Private B.B.Q.
. . . We Furnish The Cooking And Patio

ietith,011.4y,
’I

I

}VOW

Black Masque Members Keep
33 Years of Secrecy at SJS
1.,.% of the school functions tr. ,
perform. Their main objective is
to honor v omen v.lar hre.e sorke.!
hard for three years at SJS.
It has always been the tradition
tor the Black Masque Society 111
be secret, hut it %%a,n’t getting
the respect it deserves!. The only
I i me the womene
wre recognized
to
’Sell
was when they sr’’’.’
I r
Inc in the sociel
,

true. n iir :poor ifS fl you St In
sa:,.
The II girls of the Black
S.’s:wry .1: rv. Anne I ri
dent: Pro Blake, vice pr.,
Lynn Martin. 5i.nretary:
,,!1,1
Finn.
hi.tort,in

Menthe

INNSBRUCK
WINTER OLYMPICS
Everything prearranged

DELICIOUS
CHAR -BROILED BURGERS
(ALL with lettuce and tomato)
Deluxe

. . Sasam bun .

DELICIOUS DINNERS AND
SANDWICHES

25c

Chuckburgrar . . . Sesame bun,
Kosher Pickle . . . 39c

Chicken Basket

99,

Shrimp Boat

89r

Spare Rib Basket

psi

1/4 lb. Steakburger French Roll
Kosher Rickel . . . 59c
French Friss

1/2 lb. Extra Large, French Roll,
Kosher Pickle . . . 894

.5 o. 29,

Shakes

25,

Rib Eye Steak sandwich, frenck
roll Kosher Pickle
89t

SPECIAL CHUCK BASKET
LARGE PIZZA
EXTRA LARGE

69c
99c
S1.25

-CHANGING SCENE- Folk Mos,c Fr, wed Sot
HOOTENANNY TUESDAY NIGHTS

,
’Eliiaron

,tie,.

the Recognition I:,
The members nov., fer-I that they men:lasts. The ao
want others to kritAv what the I pq,, a sifi,pa, ,,n,1
Black :11iisque Si wiety is. so they
vrork hard and participat.P
;rein ittes.
According to Anne Davri, pr.
dent. "This generation fmrtwta
5
on secrecy:. Suer,
What’s Black
pisa,
reply that ii is it

21 day excursion to INNS11111.(14: - - the haute ft) skiitt,:
-- pion note for an exciting winter Mr a
stop fill’att it/
Paris

VESPA - RABBIT - SOLEX
SALES - PARTS - SERVICE

11 1111t1111
taixel, uuJ
vier
ill be mater cat ceremiitiie it It.,
at
lvi,,." ii a ii, di it I fi et
I .1
I :I fi t
1..ninnpurInte, t:
ofwi

\kora television shows, gave tss.,
New York recitals, performed na
the New York Philharmonic So-

$717"
\WG\NA\ A SI

Dusel Speaks
I )i

During their first tour here iri
they performed on three net

sp,tx cias9,\_0

‘N

..z1.41,TAN Li 411 Y-5
October II 19t..1

, t c,

nu. 14 ’lb performance will feature The Rorneros, f’eledonio Roulet. and his sons. Celin, Pepe arid

The new queen received a necklace, crown, roses, an engraved
:dyer tray and a cadet hat from
the academy. She will he featured
in the West Point magazine, the
"Pointer."

By JUDIE BLOCK
Thirty-three years is a long time
Ins keep a secret, but this is how
long the women of the Black
Masque Society have kept theirs.
Masque Society,
Black
The
,lach is strictly an honorary and
siicial organization, demands a
certain criteria for membership
since only 11 coeds are asked to
join at the end of their junior
year. Each woman must have an
overall 2.8 scholastic average, and
she must be active in more than
one area of activities.
Black Masque is not a service
,c’eanization, but serves at some
s.hrrol ftinctions even though that
e. not their primary purpose. Riding in the Ilinnecoming Parade
nd serenading the women’s living centers on Halloween are a

IIIP

evening.

18
is ill be "The !loyal Family of the

Flower
Shop

(Pav-less Second Iland Mart)

Auction at:

st
liralay

Bakmas

Every Friday night 7 p.m.

HERE
MAN
206E.

ti

Sept. 28, was probably the nibs I
The mutest is run in three di, iexciting, and thrilling football sions, Roiemarie explained. Myst,
the women compete in the cornmatch San Jose State coed Rosepany division of 100 cadets. The
marie Stanton ever attended.
I candidate that wins this category
Why? That was the evening the goes on to the battalion division
blue-eyed, flaxen haired sophomore of 408 cadets and then to the finpsychology
teaching
candidate, als where 3,000 cadets vote for
crowned Homemming Queen their choice.
;it the West Point Homecoming
’’My parents sent me baek for
Dance.
die experience of the event,"
To be a Homecoming Queen canRosemarie staled. "I didn’t go
didate, a girl’s picture must he so much for the
contest, but to
submitted by a West Point cadet. Hee people I had met when I
Cadet David Kahn, a long time visited West Point before,"
Rosefriend of Rosemarie’s, put her pic- marie added.
ture into the running.
Rosemarie, who visited West
[tot:emu-le explained that it was
Point for three slays, dined with
a joke al
cadet Kuhn had
iieademy officers, a cadet hostess,
obtained hvr
51’:!!’
Eirst classmen and five other final
I: re and sItir., -he wasn’t able to
rontestants. She latighinglY le*
,ro to West Pi
for the contest
called spilling her salad while eat nor picture was withdrawn. This
ing with this group.
her picture was entered
The second day of judging Rose:wain "I rea:ly didn’t think I could
marie watched the West Point car,i back to New York this year, !,s,
I T
parade. That evening, daring
itosemarie
reported.
"When
I
halftime, the six contestants were
iisked my parents if I could go I
announced and presented before
bail already won company queen
a capacity cmwd. Immediately following the game a Homecoming
Dance honoring the contestant
was stated. Rosemarie, escorted
I I by Cadet Kuhn, was announced
and crowned Homecoming
Queen. "I was so shocked," she
stated. "I wasn’t even nervous,
because I didn’t think I’d win.
Flowri
It’s so hard to say it in words
and
you just feel it," answered Rose1 Corsages
erarie when asked her reaction
for all
after being crowned West
’ Occasions
Point ’s second annual Home! CY 2.046:
lOth 81 Santa Clara
( -liming Queen.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Govt.

1 I:new I had to
Iert.sskin."

famiiy Guitarif,tr,
To Appear Oct. 18
At SI Auditorium

night

9-12

BIG BEN

-

460 E. William
HERE FOR THE BEST

Telephone Order: 294-8344
ELSEWHERE FOR THE REST

STEAK DINNERS FOR THE COLLEGE CROWD

NEW YORK or
TOP SIRLOIN
DINNER S1EAK
WE FEATURE COUNTRY -STYLE
BREAKFASTS ON SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Call CY 3-1031

t-m travel agency
60 NORTH FIRST ST

SAN inSE

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd ST.

0-111PARTAN DAILY

Friday. October 11. 1963

Spartans’ Magnificent Eight Plus One!
Oft

so-

DANNY MURPHY

JEFF FISHBACK

1ItE.VT ItECORD
Sparlaitch Dean
Miller has one it the nati.m’s out
cross country and freshman track dual meet records. The
crew-cut Fos.; ha ssaJ 11 OR ,11.1711
matches without

GENE GURULE

DICK FERNANDEZ

TOM TUITE

BEN TUCKER

FOOTBALL FAMILY
Ken Berry, sophomore quarterback, is the brother of Oregon
signal -caller Bob Berry. Their
father is Bob Berry Sr., Willow
Glen football coach, who recently
had a 42-game win ,treak broken,

NCAA Champion Harriers
Face Test at Sacramento
San Jose State’s NCAA champion cross country team puts its
No. 1 ranking squarely on the block tomorrow at the Sacrament()
Invitational,
The Spartans, easy victors in
their first outing at Long Beach
two weeks ago, meet more formidable opposition this time.
Coach Dean Miller labels the meet

as "the" major test before the
nationals in November.
Stanford and the Golden Gate
Track Club are both serious
threats to take the meet team title
away from the locals.
Payton Jordan’s Tribe is rated
by Miller as one of the top
teams in the nation. Se n i ii r
Harry McCalla, a 4:01 miler, and
LOU DAVIDSON
sophomore Da%e Deubner are
VESPA
CUSHMAN
expected to carry the load for
SALES AND SERVICE
tl le Indians.
Paul Schlike, We
Kirkland
\\,
bur
te Pug., (A :-.}1
and Bill Pratt add depth to the
Stanford cause.
1798 Fremont %se,
2 t5-7 Put
The Spartababe water polo team ! skein to 7-0.
Ineligible Spartans Ron Davis
serita litre. Celiforni
...vamped the Cal freshmen 14-5
Greg!
and
Likins
Captain Jack
and Phil Darnall beef up the
Fast night to extend their unbeaten Buckingham again were the big Golden Gate lineup. Davis is a
s;..",’,:::::::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;140101,010101:101A,,V,101.%( guns for San Jose State. scoring 10 two-time All American at SJS in
\ ,r)als between them. Buckingham cross-country. Darnall. a transfer
from Chico State. could make this
hit 4 4
h in) .43 goal,-; in 31
ggiving
year’s varsity, according to Miller.
,otempts for the season.
These runners could all alter a
Likins’ six gave him 35 points predicted 1-2 finish by San Jose
55
State.
for the season.
Danny Murpli and Jeff Fish- I
Fred Haket pushed home the
ss;
an
a
n si -2 last year as
Os first score early in the opening
six Spartans cracked the top 10
ss. period AMU 11w local frosh %sere
flnIshers. San Jose -anr, (1 11
hese’. headed, although Cal
131"
1/011VIS compared %tint 43 for
ss played stubbornly to trail ti-3 at
.
Stanford.
the intermission.
Murphy sloshed his way to a
However. Buck and Likins each new record of 17:54 for the 3.5
ss
16 Clean Alleys
,opped in three counters to the hun reurie in a driving r:jus’rm.
’hint 1,ereid to put the game out Weather permitting, the remid
df reach. Each team scored only will fall by the wayside.
I
,me in the final quarter.
Winds up to 30 miles an hour
In Wednesday’s game at San made running an uncomfortable
294-7800
375 W. Son:a Clara St.
sZ
hit
Jose (’it)’ College, Buckingham
ehore that day. Miller recalled
on six of eight shots to lead a 11-2 that his team had to tape their
win over the Jaguars.
I shoes on to prevent the muddy,
However. Coach Lee Walton goo from claiming them.
18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 21/2 HRS.
"While the other teams huddled
said the team was down mentally
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
and did not put out a good effort, in the warmth of the gym, we
even though scoring when it had went out over the course, got all
GREEN 18 HOLE COURSE
NI I
wet and were accustomed to the
the opportunities.
\
weather." Miller said. "It was a
shock to most of the other runners
when they came out of the gym
for the race."
Ar f
The NCAA champion San Jose
A bit uorried over the tram
j11,10 te;d71 unveils its 1962- depth of
1_1
va ratty bey onil the
I
nigh
tuitrru,i I t
rrop
Ciortile, Toni
hit
big five of
0111 I lif i-’..t aiid Ilriving
.igairist the Spartan Alumni in Toile, Ben Tneker, Murphy and
FishIniek,
ha-, been greatMG207.
ly encouraged hy the impros
A
-Indent green fees $1.25
Thtee of the four national in
merit of Dirk Fernandez, lion iv
at
tiler I mile ItAld on Hrhee Bowl Overpass
.....
divalual title holders for SJS will Thew and Lou Davidson.
1
(.l. 1-1143
’2) t: ‘.1.
Iload
Thew, third man on the 1961
compete in the contest which
1. .ire. Hy PGA Professional
forth, ran all summer and put on
starts at 6:30.
Tex Smith
a determined effort to make the
_
varsity. Davidson was thitd man
on the 1962 freshman national
champions.
Fernandez was 1.1 state champion harrier ;it El Camino JC in
1961.
Tueker, whip restcil this silf11-

Frosh Swamp Cal,14-

Student Bowlin

35’

FREE SHOES

Downtown Bowl

Alumni Match

.(eattcho VePde

Itarige

for the

mer after an exhausting spring
track season, is near his top
form again.
"Our team is %Taking harder
this year than any other team in
the nation," Miller said, "and if I
didn’t think so, I wouldn’t sleep
nights."
The Spartans find out fast tomorrow whether they have worked
hard enough.

HOWARD THEW

Foreign Car
Specialist

DEAN MILLER

Poloists Blast Bears

Karl’s
Shell Service
11th and Santa Clara

Lanky Larry Logimbill spanked Howse turning in fine efforts. ’
home six goals to spark San Jose’s I Howse was a scrambler all night
varsity water polo team to a 27-1) in the cage.
romp over Cal 1;tst night in the
Now Entertaining
Spartan pool.
11’,/lticArlay Night:
The 66" forward with a rifle
FLAMENCO GUITARIST
arm, scored three times in the
second period to lift the Spartans
T bur wlav Night:
to a 9-5 halftime edge, after trail -1
FOLK SINGER
log the Bears 4-3 in the first perDAVID HAYES
iod.
(sang at the Worlds F
Cal was stung by the haut of
high-seoring fossil Jim Flom{
Friday A:. .titirtirila Night:
1:311 in thi. first period,
JAZZ TRIO
Whell the Rear poloist fooled on
a free pass situation, Whiell
imam, automatic dihntissal front
Home Delivery ’Till 10 p.m.
lit,’ 1.,:vile.
and Food To Go
Forward Zoltan Szabo scored
1 ipeti I p.m. Hail!.
three in the first half, but the los),
218 Willow
ui Pierog took the wind out of
CY 4-4009
Cal’s sails.
In the second half, it was all
San Jose as Frank Barns and Jim
Adams scored four goals apiece.
EA
D
The Spartans turned the game into
1’1M
1\11501{1’El) (;111S
11,1,
a rout with 10 points in the third
quarter and the reserves added
eight more in the final stanza.
l’he Spartans shot almost 50 per
Lucas. 1)ucellicr
cent from the field, a feat they!
have equaled but once in five preElectrical SN stem,
vents games.
Solex.
. Zenith. and SE \
ret
The Spartans’ dere, Ise showed
.. it
tt Jeff Logan.
, ,
1,odhe Pooh

RICAROO’S

3E

wAz
A

,.,942.444fri
DINNERS

RAI’ JOIIIIIAIS
tioseh.

Gymnasts Report
All varsity and freshman gymnastic team candidates are requested by Coach Clair Jennett to
be at the gymnastics room in the!
Men’s Gym for the first workout..
Monday, Oct. 14, at :1:30 p.m.
Last year’s squad, made up primarily of underclassmen, finished
the year with a 5-9 tecord.

F. A P

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

Open Monday Thru Saturday
293.2129

1695 W. San Carlos

EATCO. INC.

SAVE MONEY

price of

SALE

Entire stock of our plain front
all
trousers to choose from in
worsted
sizes and many colors
wools . . . blends of dacron &
wool, dacron & viscose, dacron &
from $12.95 to $24.95.
cottons

VAUGHN’S
121 S. 4TH

(acroc . from the library)

3c OFF
2c OFF

PER GAL.
ETHYL GAS

I KNOW WHY
--tAUSE ’YOU ALL
TRAINED 131 EATING
AT UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE!

PER GAL.
REG. GAS

Guaranteed Major Oil Co. Gatolins

Lowest Gas Prices In San Jose
PURITAN OIL CO.
4TH & WILLIAM
6TH & KEYES
10TH & TAYLOR

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
1415 S. First St.

294-7716

Gridders Seek Relief
For Ailing 1-2 Mark
nursing an ail- wiched between was a 16-11 vicBob ’ritchenal,
State football record, tory over K11111014 State.
Jose
Sun
ing
Clarence Williams is "Mr.
shot" that could
seeks the "booster
in tne Spartans’ Locomotion" for the Cougars.
turnabout
a
mark
tomorrow’s clash The speedster, 9.6 in the 1911 present luck in
yard dash, has ground out 311
with Washington State University.
ards, making him the nation’s
San Jose State has been
second hest rusher.
prethree
In
twice
hard
spanked
stopHarty Anderson, SJS assistant
vious weekends. Stanford
and Utah coach, scouted WS(’ last weekend.
wd the Spartans
burled them 20-0. Band- His report was that quarterback
I
’ State
Tickets for the San Jose
State -California football game,
()et. 19 it Berkeley, van now
be picked up with student body
cards at the Student Affairs
Business Office (B-1). Ticket
deadline Is Oct. 17.

1

(warierOregon
Their
, Willow
recently
t broken.

ar

dirt
1 Ion ri /or

"
CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
lara

1ST

1671 The Alameda - Suite 311
294-5660
Robert t Heckiey CL U. General Agent

SENIORS
make appointments NOW in the
Student Affairs Office - B-I for senior LA TORRE pictures.
(color photographs)

WE SPECIALIZE IN COLLEGE CUTS
’410

Manny

iRTS
3-2129

GC).

Cal Poly Hopes To Sever
Spartababe Victory Plans
Bob Jones’ freshman football
team, with one victory already
behind them, looks further into a
winning loot ball season today,
cracking leather with (la’ Poly of
San Luis Obispo at 3 p.m. in
Spartan Stadium.
"This hiss heen a hard working
%quad all NeIlr," said .11/11144.
"111/Y1’ %s ell we III, depends MI
11011 quickly we van improve to
meet the calibre of the teams
we’ll he facing soon."

The Spiirlabahes meet the California yearlings next Saturday and
Dave Mathieson was right on tar- the University of Pacific frosh the
get, but that his group of re- following week.
ceivers wasn’t consistent.
Cal Poly Coach Viv Buceola
Anderson also told Titchenal brings a 46-man playing roster to
the Cougars can be passed on,
which is good news for Spartan
quarterbacks Rand I la rt er Ills!
Ken Berry.
San Jose Witte had good passing days against Stanford and
O’NEIL
Kansas State. 1111WeVer, the
(30-14)
Spartans waited until the !Iel,
SJS vs. WSU
WSU (21-6)
11/1(1 quarter before starting to
Cal vs. Duke
Duke (26-0)
throxs.
have to get a
MSU (19-6)
jump iii the Cougars with their Mich vs. Mich St
Notre D vs. USC
USC (214)
passing attack early In the
Rice vs. Stanford
Rice (10-7)
game, in order to win.
Okla (17-14)
There are only two "doubtfuls" Oklahoma vs. Texas
OSU (21.7)
for the Pullman, Wash., meeting. Wash vs. OSU
Halfback Jerry Colletto has a bad Wisconsin vs. Purdue Wisc (14-12)
Minn (14-7)
ankle and tackle Ray Lychack N’Western vs. Minn
Ohio (214)
Ohio St vs. Illini
a muscle injury in his back
Ark (21.7)
Fullback Charlie Harraway is Baylor vs. Arkansas
Penn St vs. Army
Penn 126.01
in good running form and will
Colts (32.10)
Colts vs. 49ers
’see his share of duty against the
Bost (28-7)
Boston vs. Raiders
Cougars.
Browns vs. Giants
Brwns 124-141

FALL, SPRING AND SUMMER GRADS

1009

Forty-Six Strong

Spartan Stadium, The Mustangs
have 238-pound tackle Mickey
Workman of Mt. Diablo to top a
fine list of bosh candidates.
Quarterbacking Set%
’V again
will he Kay Mute, who fired 111
r
(denim% in lb attempts In
San Jose’s 20-12 win as en Fre%III)
State.
Leon Herzog, according to the
coaches, can hit like an armored
car. He’ll start at fullback for
injured Bill Morrisroe.
Gary Stepansky has picked up 42
yards rushing for a 4.7 average,
while Larry Meyers has a 6.0 average on four carries for the SJS
frosh. Don Buckingham leads the
pass receivers with five catch’,
for 92 yards.

(Formoriy
L en Er A

Bud

between

near

12 & 13th

Spivey’s

SAINT}’, CLAIRE

PRESENTS ...

MURPHY
(30.14)
WSU (24.17)
Duke (30-7)
MSU 121.201
USC (27.14)
Rice (14.7)
Okla (7-3)
OSU (21-13)
Wisc 114431
NW (28-14)
Ohio (21-7)
Ark (17.7)
Penn (24-13)
Colts (38-21)
Bost (28.17)
Bowls (31-27)
_

ANDERSON
(28.13)
Duke (21-7)
MSU (28-14)
USC 114-7j
Rice (21.14)
Okla (14.7)
Wash (14-13)
Wisc (14.13)
NW (21-14)
Ohio (21-14)
Ark (14-7)
Penn (20-13)
Colts (21-10)
Rdrs (21-14)
Brwns (21.14)
. _

NEWHOUSE
(29.15)
WSU (22-17)
Duke (33-14)
MSU (16-7)
ND (21.14)
Rice (2110)
Texas (15-14)
Wash (14.8)
Wise (20-13)
NW (23-7)
Ohio (27.14)
Baylor (13-7)
Penn (174)
Colts (34-13)
Bost (24.20)
Brwn, II; I j

ing runs of 35 and 12 yards told
tossed a 25-yard aerial to Stese
Decoite.
"I" House forfeited to the Warriors in another scheduled conies,.

Phl Sigma Kappa stayed with
iii air attack to defeat Leonard
Hall 18-6. Pete 1.:11.011111111111, .11W
Moffitt, and Brenley Appleton
each scored on WIWI receptions
for Phi Sigs. Terry flu’s-kin snagged a TD ptues for Leonard IlalL
Randy Wright was instrumental
in Red florae’s 20-0 win over Kappa Pi. Wright srarntsrml for sem.-

Have
something
to sell?
Let the
Spartan Daily
classified
sell it
for you.

Ill) p\\\

Wholesale and Retail

Walk in now for
flofbrau Style Food-Moderate Prices
1.$0
Roast E:arrtern
1.10
Virginia linked Hem
1.10
Kosher Style Corner) lira
1.10
Homo Tom Turkey
1.10
(.11iraito :style Pastrami
1.’11
110111,1 Turkey Tra
- COMBINATION PLATES Any 2 meats $1.n3
Any 3 meals 81.90
Slab of nutty Swim rheeae .25
orolms include. choice of Salad, Harberpteil Bean.,
or Macaroni, Bread anti Butter
Visit the Gas Life for Fun
Banquet Facilities 5 to 700
Rooms from $85
lie Carlos at Market St.
CY 5-2626

COFFEE HOUSE

TITCHENAL
(27-14)
Duke (21-6)
MSU (14.7)
ND (14-7)
Rice (21-71
Texas 121-14)
Wash 1(4-7)
Purdue (20-0)
NW (14-7)
Ohio (14-0)
Baylor (7-0)
Penn (21-7)
Colts (2I7)
Bost (21-14)
Brwns (3028)

FUN

Espresso, Art
Live Folk Music

JONES
(25-17)

FROLIC

Starring
Flamenco Guitarist
KENT NEWMAN

Duke (21-13j
MSU (16.14)
ND 114-13)
Rice (17-6)
Okla (21-13)
Wash (21-20)_
Wisc (17-B)
N’W (2843)
Ohio (6-0)
Baylor (14.7)
Penn (204)
Colts (33-21)
Bost (21.7)
Gents (382:)

Your Favorite

FOLK MUSIC

on Banjo &

Guitar
RAND and PAUL

The New Improved
Polyunsaturated
Fort Mudge Ramblers

109 E.

D

0 P.M. to 2 A.M
upcoming campus

\Het

nightly

((’or
tr? t7t=nfrinfrtil
DWTSTTYT

Our 1st

Anniversary
orda%. October 12.

’BUY ONE
100

15’

Pure Beef Hamburger

Cheeseburger

19:

Melted Cheese

19c

Deluxe Burger

29(z

Fishwich

29P

SECOND ONE ONLY ti

Meet
"Miss San Jose
Jo Waltermire
7:30 p.m.

litwat

HAMM 1{GLIN

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS TOP QUALITY RIB STEAKS
FRESH MEATY LEG OF LAMBS
"BRAUNSHWEIGER"
LIVER SAUSAGE
TOP QUALITY, ARMOUR STAR
THICK SLICED BACON 2 lb. pkg.

75
62
49

51 5 South Tenth
lb.
lb.

Phone 295.15)0

lb.

99’k.

- Plenty of Free Parking WHOLESALE TO FRATS. SORORITIES AND BOARDING HOUSES

t -

activities heard
San Fernando

CY 2-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats

7716

SHOW
KSJO

"Miss Henry’s"
Elaine Halverson
12:30 - 5:00 p.m.

STATE MEAT MARKET

SE

131 AN 0-

]\.1TIONIA IDE

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

NEM

By TOM O’NEIL
It was the set.,.1
iiiscoring a Ism goal in the fic-1
Excellent ball control. superb dr, shutout sstory
Tb. period
kirk from 30 yard.ut
fensive play and Al Korbus’ four Dons becatne the Spartan’s ststli hit Jill. cross liar on the Spa: tart
goals led San Jose to a 8-0 upset Ivictim of the season as San .1- t
. mat bounced off.
NorCal League soccer win liver remains undefeated with a 1,
.1/4. .10k. ill
the University of San Francisco reeord,
last night at Spartan Stadium.
After winning its first IA
HE
Korbus did a great job for the league games, t he other being a
Spartans despite the elements, win over San Francisco State,
gusty winds and rain. Ile booted Jose now leads the Nor( ’al Les
in San Jose’s first two goals, with a 2-0 mark
kicked in another in the second
Ifefensise phly 111 ’Apartaiis
period, and scored a fourth goal Fraser, Ed Z
t, ( ttli is Lill
with three minutes left in the con- dores, ’firm ’Linter, Slolmalate Ii
test.
tilt am) goalie %ai,tisss1111% preDave Kingsdey’s dazzling ball
sented the Bon fr
scoring. It
control and es pert passing led to
VIII\ a team et hurt on the part ril
four of San J1114e*I4 goals.
San Jose.
Nigerian Efiok Akpan shared
Goalie Svans made the dcl.
the limelight with the Spartan’s1
save play of the evening whet: !,
co-captains by kicking in three
on
grabbed a penalty kick by ,!
gt oils. A pass from Korbus to Lou
Dons’ Deltasar Montes in mid Vraser accounted for the eighth
to stop a f syssible goal.
Joe Martini’s came ssithin Melo

Bradley Clicks for Scores;
Moulder Hall Rambles 33-0
Moulder Hall blitzed Markham
Hall 33-0 as quarterback Frank
Bradley threw three touchdown
passes and zipped 60 yards for a
score in intramural football action
Wednesday.
I Bradley completed scoring tosses
for 40 and 10 yards to Ken Knaepa
and his Ron McNichols with a
three-yard TD pass. Knaepa added
the other touchdown on a 60-yard
pass interception.
SAE No. 2 defeated the Air
Force RfYINC 19-7 behind the
superb play of HMI YmuS. box
’Mown runs of
clicked off t
65 and 60 yards and threw a
18-yard scoring pass to Ty Wit. son.
Sam Young hit Jeff Haney in the
end zone with a pass for another
AFROTC score.
The Sixty Niners gave the undefeated Corksoakers a rough battle hut a 50-yard pass from John
Waller to Jim Corkrum gave the
’orksoakers a 6-0 victory.
The lio-Dads and Fultarti, battled to a scoreless tie.
Rich LaCahapelle completed four
aerials for six pointers in leading the Beavers to a 20-0 shutout
over the Army ROTC.
Ken Hickey gathered in two
the touchdown passes while Was
.einons and Del Olson each ca

SPARTAN DATT.T-7

Unfavored Spartans Whip USF;
Korbus Sparkles With Four Goals

Daily Sports Grid Parade

larry nelson

ce

FrIrlay fIrloher 11 1IC,1

*FREE BALLOONS

1
[:1
141

0--NPARTAN DA.ILV

Friday, October 11, 1983

P.E. Prof To Appear
On KNTII’s’ Perspective’
Dr. Clair Jennett, associate professor of men’s physical education
at SJS, will appear on the program "Perspective" tomorrow on
KNTV, Channel 11.
Dr. Jennett, who will discuss
the gymnastics program at SJS,
will have as his guests Donald
Peckham. instructor of physical
education in the Campbell Elementary School district, and
James Gault, instructor of physi-

the offstage
FOLK MUSIC THEATER
970 So, First St.
- Now Appear.ng

_

Eight SJS Profs
Write Secondary
Education Book

Roger Perkins
Tommy Hobson
Fri. & Sat.: 9, 10.30 & 12 P.M.
Sunday: Hootenanny, 5 P.M.

"Secondary School Curriculum,"
a hook written in collaboration by
eight members of the Secondary
Education Department at San Jose
State.
Contributing authors are: Dr.
Harold H. Hailer, Dr. Richard S.
Mitchell, Dr. Lawrence Pugno, Dr.
Dwight Shafer, Dr. Curt Stafford,
and Dr. Jack W. Sutherland.
The editors were Dr. James W.
Thornton, Jr., and Dr. John R.
Wright.
The book is a study of the ideas
behind teacher education, currieulum. and instructional methods.

11 11.11/011B.S. Mk-

-

Ical education in the Cupertino
lElementary School district.
I The guests will show two of the
gymnastics programs that are being developed in local school districts and will discuss the need
for enlarged programs to increase
physical fitness among American
youngsters. Films illustrating
the programs will be shown.
The "Perspective" television series, produced from the television
studios on campus, is handled entirely by students working in the
radio and television cirriculum
of the drama department.
Robert Buck, graduate student
of drama, directs the program on
"Gymnastics." Assisting him is
Christopher Moore, with the production supervised by Richard
Elliott, assistant professor of
Drama.

Vote..

Spartaguide
TODAV:
Veterans Club, 12:30 p.m., ED331.
Spartan Chi-Orlorri %porta night.
3,1 p m.. Women’s Gym.
Chews Chits, 2:30 p.m., College
4 Union lounge.
SCT A EXPCRLIVI, Board, I :Ili
p.m.. F:D325.
Student Peace Union, 3:30 p.m.,
CH149.
SUNDAY:
Chi Sigma Epsilon, secretarial
honor society, 12 p.m., 1995 Coleen
Dr., Los Altos.
Russian Club, 1 p.m., 1167 Lynn
Ave, San Jose.

1

for
Freshman Rep.

TODAY

A new and livelier Rule will go
on sale tomorrow, according to
the magazine’s circulation manager, John Sartori.
The first edition of the fall semester will be available in the
lobby of the Engineering Building
to students and guests attending
tomorrow’s Careers in Engineering
and Science Day.
The new Rule is the result
of a policy change initiated last
semester which will make the
magazine appealing, "not just to
engineering students, but to all
students in any major field," says
Rule editor Norm Bryan.
The Rule will also be on sale
Monday and Tuesday in the lobby
of the Engineering Building and
in the Science Wing.
Articles appearing in this issue
include "politics and Pumps," by
Dr. Duncan E. Williams, professor
- Photo by Anna Lou Dyson
of mechanical engineering enA NEW RULE -Rule playmate Margaret Kelley looks over the
titled "Memoirs of an Engineer"
new edition of Rule magazine which goes on sale tomorrow,
and "Engineering a Playboy
Monday and Tuesday. Margaret is a Senior English major and
Apartment."
an Alpha Phi.
The magazine will also include
an introduction of the new engineering faculty, a look at the
decreasing engineering enrollment
at SJS and thumbnail sketches of
student societies in the Engineering Division.
The featured technical article
for this issue will be "X-ray Dif..
by
Internationall
’Peace, War and Neitrii
11101 i’s sse think of the abnor- fractometer"
be the title of a lecture prtcd mal ones because these we notice. Business Machines Corp.
by Dr. Snell Putney, associate pro- Normal neuroses has more influence on society because everyCo-Rec Tomorrow
fessor of sociology. on Oct. 14 at
one has them.
Co-Rec opens in the Men’s and
8 p.m. in the Allen Hall lounge.
Dr. Putney. who received his
The basic idea of the lecture.’ PhD at the University of Oregon Women’s Gyms tomorrow from
which is sponsored by the Allen in 1954, has done research into 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Basketball, volHall Cultural Committee, is that political attitudes and attitudes leyball and badminton are offered
the idea of nuclear war isn’t some- toward war. These were published in the Men’s Gym, ping-pong in
the Women’s Gym.
thing rational men and societies1 in sociological journals.
Swimming and trampoline acwould come up with.
Dr. Putney is also the author of
"I will try to relate the willing- the book, Normal Neurosis, which tivity will begin at 1 p.m. Student
ness of people in the industrial will be published by Harpers in body cards or faculty privilege
cards are needed for admission.
countries, Russia and the United March.

Putney To Discuss Possible
Kinship: War and Neurosis

States, to go to war I will also
try to relate nuclear oar to normal neurosis in these societies.: stated Dr. Putney.
lie added that when we think of
I -

lie has studied at the University of Mexico and the University
of Nebraska. Before teaching at
:.;.1S, he taught in Iowa and Florida.

Neveeithf

SCOTCHGARD
TREATED

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

387, Rayon
77. Acetate

One time
ta line

Three times
250 a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
250

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each add+1 line

Permanent
Crease

SLACKS
Repels water
Non -itch
Machine wash
Machine dry
Plnated Of plain

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

by Color Selection
SILO

29 to 42

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
HIp Wanted (41

C Personals 171

Come Early for

Automotive 121

Housing 151

C Services (I)

Complete Selection

Per Sole( 31
Print your ad here:

Lost and Feued WO Treesspeertethee (9)

1. Announcements 111

$895

’.,aleguarded with Scotch.
Tod the new miracle finish that Holds Crease Repels All stains

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
Starting Date
Fnclowd $

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle Om)
Check No

7

WI 900

p,rn.

01 6 uo
11 00 VII 5.00 p.rn.

4.44,ss
C;ty .

Weckdars
traturdays

..

Phone

**************** ******
MAJOR DOROTHY SHERBA,
Women’s Army Corps selection officer for the Sixth U.S.
Army recruiting district, will
be on campus Monday to interview SJS coeds interested in
commissions.
officers’
WAC
She will be at the Placement
Annex, 303 S. Ninth,

Chess Officers
Will Be Elected

Vote Right!
Vote
DEE DEE
DWIGHT

The first meeting of Chess Club
will be held today at 2:30 p.m.
in the College Union Lounge.
The election of officers will be
held at this meeting. Anyone who
is interested but unable to attend
the meeting is requested to call
Wayne Fields at CH 8-2361 after
5 p.m.

FROSH REP.
Vote Today!
**

-

FOR YOU
America’s 11 itq

i fill

iql)ratt

19

Mon & Thur. Nights
BOB THOMPSON
(Former S.15. ATO)
and
DAVE MARTY
on Ban,o
9.1 p.m.

SPECIAL
STUDENTS’ DINNER
Served Daily:
4.30 - 8.00 pin.
Sunday:
11.00 a.m. - 800 p
9.,..

Garden
51 So. Market
Nsw

Nt7 .""/

CY 7-2002
eV( 6’ WI 1).7

\.414WiWilS*

111./ 111,110

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

IT

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

"Participation Night" is planasd
tonight at 8 in the International
Students Center, 285 S. Market
St.
"Bring your musical instill..
ments. Teach us a song or Et (NM*
of your country. We’ll all loin
you," Mrs. Betty Brill, director of
the center, said.

CHARGE,

Story & King Roads

Minimum
Two lines
One time

Foreign Musical
Event Tonight

’New’ Rule
Goes on Sale
Tomorrow

Alterations FREE
on Cuffs

VESPA G.S. 1 year old. Fantastic shape’
ANNOUNCEMENTS II/
Best otter. 794-4310
SENIORS . . . Make appointments at ’’S6 XK 140 Jag
Coupe and 61 Fiat SEC.
8-1 for La Torre pictures.
13-tk OV., 2114-2118. Ken.
OBTAIN A COMMERCIAL RADIO- ’60 MGA, Frfcl, RH, wire wheels -bes
- ’175.
TELEPHONE LICENSE. Enroll now for r,
week course. Further information ca
57 T -BIRD oorts coupe
Aiter
or
292
8667
5
p.m.
29834309
2 FOR I SLACK SALE. Now on l 1
Sreet.
Vaughn s. 121 ".
FOR SALE 01
GIRLS. Hostess a Sarah Covent), ’
on Show - Receive valuable ,
10% DISCOUNT for ell students. How
Free! for in’n ,all 262-4928.
Sto, IAA
10t Smart stules
RADIO EQUIPMENT 2 - -.
-.
AUTOMOTIVE 12/
57 OLDS 2 Door Hardtop, Chro-,
dumps. New transmission, lifters, val.,c,
8675. 196 7473.
GEAR
’60 DODGE 2 Door Hardtop Pionne, SCUBA
,
(Art. New (10ChiffenVniSSiOn. 81050/
FOOS 10 SPEED. ,
774 Yn I .
_

.

’61 MGA. You won’t find one in bettor SUNBEAM Al PINE
,
Owner’s log 6001 has con.
pinto hloori. $1495. 243 3896,
’56 FORD 2 Door. V8, Stick, Blue. New SURFBOARD tires, seat covers. $350. 292-6327.
’SUN CRESTA
,
’59 SPRITE, Excellent condition. Mari
extras. $750. 426 S. 7. Chuck. 193.1938.
HELP WANTED (4)
’60 SPRITE. Modified front. Excellent
GIRLS
conditon. Accessories. $795. 253-7109.
’59 VESPA G.S. (4 gear) Excellent con
dition. $150. 797-8363 evenings.
’53 FORD 2 Door, RH, Automatic LIFEGUARD. m- qs,
. Friday. I0 12
Runs good, reedy to go. 251-4553.
or 10 I. 8,- 1.
’
19127 Con
A..enue
.0
A
/II
Clean.
$595.
R
-H,
wt.
walls
’57 VOLVO.
GIRLS
Eveninas. 266 5987.
11.5175
’59 NASH METRO. trod shape)
’ lily
o",,’,,r1r. $350. Jim J,rdan. 294 8741
10th
Pr,om 321.
2 4 r,
’56 EDSEL 2 -Door Hardtop. semi.rebu.I. HASHER WANTED MORNING AND
RH. $700. RE 9.4614
OE ’e
N1NG. r
9599.
’59 SPRITE, white RFi, low mileage
HOUSING (5)
.goad cond +,on clean. 295.3285 eves.
MALE TO
,-, ,ss from Sci
’60 CORVETTE, 4 speed, 3/4 cam. 3.2 s , v. 8, , SHARE FLAT
4’1 298-5201.
327 C.I. Hard top. Red. 296-9667, Ph 1
ROOM TO SHARE
college boy
’67 OLDS 2 Door Herdtop, non taco
547 Vine, 293.
Best offer. Bill. CY 3-9972. CY 5 9969.
ill-doitlittfE Hardtop. 4 speed, F.I. SHARE APARTMENT. t.,tn,
?
AT
Radio -Heater. $1695. 293.2638.
’53 STUDE 4 Door. V.13. Good r40014n ELDERLY GENTLEMEN
young
ir al rondifor. $150. 292.2169.
4v6
share _horrLe near college
1:,.4)
’53 FORD 2 Door, 9.8;Silk. $ ISO. ’27
VLIBER tru"J. runs. 8100. 294.7596,
UNAPPROVED 2 bedroom apartments
’54 MG TF. Wre wheels escellant. $875,’ ’
IA’ ,,’ / rates from $120. Near
I
offer. 292.2630 morning or evenings.
,,^4( 7 downtown. Inquire
315115
Excellent,
P
-H,
sv/sv,
’62 RED VW.
STUDIO APARTMENT FOR GIRL. New.
/or best offer. 258.4907.
, .1. ,I
1.v.nished. Utilities paid.
’59 AS-VESPA. Low mileage, top cord
.
793-8897.
244.9209
or
244.5100
Rod,
$150. Call
GRADUATE MALE to sharrTnnw 2 bed.
tok.s.
seat.
bed,
wheels,
wire
TR3,
’59
sell! $995/offer. SS S. 6th Apt. 309.
’61 VESPA 160 cc. brrollent
kr1).)t sell CY 3.9972
vi a
’59 SPAliE, Ercellent
2 MAI E r
I
’60 SPRITE. Very or, v.
livga,n!!! John. 292.9/81.
$795
LUX. UNAPPROVED APARTMENT 1.
’62 MGA t sr ;limit crindi lion. ’one own.
’ Nu. 6.
car. $1750. 259 0153.

WILL TRADE 2 women’s arr.
MALE ROOMMATE ,
.x.per
strdents.
t. area. pool. 846.
- GORDON HALL ANNEX:
sale. Fa
YO 7 954’r
PRIVATE ROOM. $35
292 15’)
ROOM FOR MAN. r
2

I NICE ROOM. ?
,
NEED MAN TO SHARE APARTMENT

V

ACANC (

"

1 ROOM FURNISHED COTTA(1,I
1..,
264
MEN STUDENTS: Cle,
. ., -r,ru295 51
ROOMMATE WANTED:
. S. 5th s
UNFURN.

APT.

LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST

PERSONALS (7)
111
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED.bro.
Electrolysis. Nantelle R. E. 210 S.
294.4499.
JIM - Lain Tahoe-Ma,hn
’Ill AL at 269 9042 after 51.SERVICES
AUTO INSURANCE for all. Ph. 248.2420.
Chet Bailey Insurance, 385 S. MonroeTV RENTALS
$10 month
Phone 292.3457
SERVICE
"CDPERaAyRE0T,TioNY.PING
hmt.1,25118.04143365.. 8
CHILD
u;tt’’ud’ efn7smwiLa.mPpeusa.soinnafbanlet.s 7-59 25867.1*.
GERMAN TUTORING: Gorman w’r
4.0, best Hannover a-ccont.-CY-3EXPERT TYPING: Stevens Cr-e-ei
’ 4a Ave area. 252-7355.
PAU_
AUTO, LIFE, FIRE INS. Ca I
ATE FARM INS 1760 v.
5(.1-,1 A
178-4124. Res: 2660
’’"
13 averaoe
.
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